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Introduction 

This Investment Plan on sewer condition and groundwater pollution sets out the Investment Needs 
to reduce the risks of: 

 sewer collapse from deteriorating sewer condition  

 our wastewater systems causing pollution of groundwater sources. 

Our DWMP is a risk-based plan. It uses data and evidence to assess the risk of sewer collapse 
and groundwater pollution flooding in 2020 (the base year) and, where possible, for future risks up 
to 2050. The future risk assessment takes into account the impacts of future development and 
growth, climate change, and urban creep - which is the building of extensions and the paving over 
of gardens/driveways and asset deterioration. 

The options set out in this plan are the Investment Needs that are required to reduce the risks from 
sewer collapse and groundwater pollution to Band 0 (not significant level of risk). The methodology 
for the risk assessments and the thresholds for the three risk bands can be found on our website. 
The thresholds may need to be reviewed and changed for future cycles of the DWMP to reflect 
customer feedback as well as changes in national guidance or legislation. 

The options and investment needs are not committed funding but an identification of the 
needs for funding. We will include these options in our future business plans as part of the 
Ofwat periodic review of water company funding to secure the investment needed to 
implement these options. The question of affordability of these investment needs will be 
discussed with our customers as part of the business planning process.  

 

Sewer Condition and Groundwater Pollution 

The condition of our sewer network and associated assets is a factor that affects the quality of 
water in groundwater, rivers and the sea, and the costs of water treatment in drinking water 
protected areas. The condition of sewers is a key risk factor, therefore investing in good asset 
management for the sewer network is important to reduce the risks to our customers and to the 
environment. 

The main risk assessment in our DWMP relating to the condition of sewers is for PO3 on sewer 
collapse. This is one of the national planning objectives so the risk assessment follows the national 
approach using data on the number of collapses during the three year period from 2017 to 2019. 

We added an additional planning objective on Groundwater Pollution. The purpose was to identify 
where there is a risk that sewers could cause pollution of groundwater sources in aquifers used for 
water supply. This risk assessment enables us to target investment in the repair and replacement 
of sewers to reduce any impact on the environment and the drinking water supplies for our 
customers and for adjacent water supply companies. 

This document sets out the Investment Needs identified in our DWMP to reduce the risks of sewer 
collapse (PO3) and groundwater pollution (PO12). 

 
 

https://www.southernwater.co.uk/dwmp/baseline-risk-and-vulnerability-assessment
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Investment Needs for Sewer Collapse (PO3) 

The principle planning objective relating to the condition of sewers is PO3 on sewer collapse. The 
number of collapses is an indicator of the overall asset health of the sewer network.  Poor sewer 
condition and collapse was the root cause of around 2% of internal flooding incidents and an 
average of approximately 11% of the pollution incidents across our operating area. 
 
The impact on our customers and the environment from the majority of sewer collapses is low but 
there are two important exceptions to this: 
 

(i) The impacts of flooding and pollution can be significant when it comes to the collapse of 

any of our critical sewers 

(ii) The long-term impact of poor condition sewers that leak sewage into the surrounding 

ground in areas where there is a risk of groundwater pollution. 

Poor condition sewers can also result in infiltration of groundwater into sewers when the 
groundwater levels rise above the level of the sewers. Infiltration of groundwater into the sewer can 
lead to discharges from storm overflows, reduced effectiveness of the wastewater treatment 
processes and exceedance of the capacity of the treatment works. The risk assessment for PO8 
looks at the flows arriving at our treatment works and the impact of high levels of groundwater 
infiltration and saline (sea water) ingress to our sewers on our treatment flows. 
 
We have identified the Investment Needs to reduce the risk of sewer collapse to band 0 in each 
wastewater system, which means the risks are not significant. These Investment Needs are shown 
in Annex A.  

The Investment Needs mainly consist of sewer rehabilitation. The two categories of sewers are 
considered separately: gravity sewers and rising mains. 

(i) For gravity sewers, CCTV or Electroscan survey costs have been calculated on the 
assumption that we survey 1km of sewer for each incident identified between 2017 and 
2019. The associated sewer rehabilitation costs are derived from past experience which 
suggests that 15% of the length of sewer surveyed will need rehabilitation to repair defects 
in the sewers. The costs for pipework have been calculated assuming a pipework 
rehabilitation cost for a typical 300mm diameter gravity sewer.  

(ii) For rising mains, the rehabilitation costs have also been calculated on the assumption that 
we repair 1km of sewer length for each incident identified between 2017 and 2019. The 
costs for addressing rising mains have been calculated assuming a rising main 
replacement for a typical 300mm diameter rising main. 

Our overall Investment Needs for the preferred options to address Sewer Collapse have been 
attributed to the ‘short’ timescale. These have been prioritised to ensure that the performance of 
critical sewers are being maintained. 

The investment needs (options) in Annex A have been prioritised in the following order: 

(i) Effectiveness in terms of incident reduction 

(ii) Cost per incident avoided 

(iii)  2020 BRAVA risk band. 
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Investment Needs for Groundwater Pollution (PO12) 

The purpose of our risk assessment on groundwater pollution is so that we can target investment 
in our sewer network to reduce the leakage of sewage that could pollute groundwater. 

We evaluated the overlap of our sewer network with Groundwater Safeguard Zones (SGZs) and 
Source Protection Zones (SPZs) and determined the risk using additional data on sewer condition 
and discharges to ground.    

This approach is the first consideration in terms of targeting sewer integrity surveys. Further 
targeting of these surveys will be progressed to ensure the optimum benefits are delivered through 
investment in surveys and sewer rehabilitation. 

The Investment Needs identified in this first DWMP to reduce the risk of groundwater pollution 
(PO12) to Band 0 are shown in Annex B. The approach for this investment is to: 

(i) Remediate known wastewater issues within these capture zones, for example by repairing 

known areas of sewer collapse, poor structural grade sewers and frequent spills from storm 

overflows 

(ii) Target and prioritise sewer condition surveys within these groundwater zones 

(iii) Continue our ongoing programme of sewer rehabilitation to reduce leakage. 

 
From work undertaken in a number of catchments over many years we are aware that reducing 

infiltration by sewer sealing is an iterative process. Infiltration into sewers means that they can 

become a land drain by draining away groundwater, thus reducing the level of groundwater below 

the surface. Deeper sewers closest to the groundwater zone are sealed first to prevent infiltration. 

However, this removes the land drain and may cause the groundwater to rise to a level where even 

more sewers are effected by groundwater infiltration. The rate of infiltration is dependent on the 

length of sewer in contact with groundwater so, in some catchments, infiltration may increase in 

times of high groundwater levels. We are considering alternative approaches, such as discharging 

excess and very dilute flows to be treated by nature based solutions such as wetlands. Our plan 

will remain adaptable to these alternative approaches as they mature. 

The costs for the Investment Needs are based on the requirement to survey the sewer network, 
using either CCTV or Electroscan surveys. The sewers most at risk are selected due to their 
elevation relative to the groundwater table as they are the most likely to be susceptible to 
infiltration. 

To determine the Investment Needs for infiltration reduction, we have used the same assumptions 
for sewer rehabilitation that: 

 Between 30% and 80% of the total length of sewer within Groundwater Capture Zones 
(GCZs) and Source Protection Zones (SPZs) will have a CCTV or Electroscan survey 
based on observed historical infiltration rates (m3/day per kilometre of sewer). 

 Pipe rehabilitation will be undertaken on 15% of the sewer length within GCZs or SPZs that 
are subject to a CCTV survey. 

 Pipe rehabilitation costs are based on the unit cost for pipe replacement from historical 
costs of addressing grade 4 or 5 defects in sewers. 
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 The pipe rehabilitation will reduce the risk of groundwater pollution to Band 0. 

The options to address Groundwater Pollution have been assigned to short, medium and long term 
timescales. A short term timescale has been assigned to high priority GCZs. We have mainly 
attributed a long term timescale to the catchments with the most anticipated costs and plan to 
undertake further surveys to target interventions within these catchments.  

The Investment Needs have been prioritised initially by the current Groundwater Pollution risk 
band, and then by the total length of sewer within the SPZ. 

Further details of the assumptions and calculations used for cost estimation are in our Technical 
Summary on Cost Estimation on our website. 

 

 

 

Southern Water 
June 2022 
 
 

https://www.southernwater.co.uk/dwmp/technical-summaries
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The options listed are prioritised by the method stated in the Programme Appraisal Technical Summary.

DWMP Investment Plan for Sewer Condition and Groundwater Pollution
Annex A: Sewer Collapse
(Planning Objective 3)

The options listed in the DWMP Investment Needs below are the preferred options in our DWMP.  They will need further refinement as we implement the 
DWMP to confirm the exact location and scope of action needed, and the cost.

The costs are indicative costs for planning purposes only. The basis for the cost estimates, including assumptions and uncertainties, are explained in our DWMP 
Investment Plans.

The table of Investment Need provides an indicative cost so we know what level of funding is needed to reduce the risks. It is not a commitment to fund or 
deliver any option.

The Indicative Timescale is when the investment is needed.  Short term means before 2030 (AMP8), medium term between 2030 and 2040 (AMP9 &10), and 
long term between 2040 and 2050 (AMP 11 & 12). Some options may take several investment periods to achieve the desired outcomes.  

Potential Partners have been identified in the table of Investment Needs. This is to indicate where there may be opportunities for us to work with these partners 
when developing and delivering these options. It is not a commitment by any of the partners to work with us.

These options will inform our future business plans as part of the Ofwat periodic review process to secure the finance to implement these options.



Reference River 
Basin Catchment

Risk 
Band 
2020

Location Option Indicative 
Cost

Indicative 
Timescales

Incident 
Reduction

Option Cost/ 
Incident 

SAND.OT01.7 Isle of Wight Sandown 2 Catchment Wide
Pipe Rehabilitation Programme: Identify sewers in poor 
condition as part of a survey / investigation followed by the 
relining or replacing of any sewer lengths required. 

£4,830K Short 32 £151K

HABX.PW01.6 Cuckmere 
and Pevensey

Bexhill And 
Hastings 2 Old Town, West Hill, Warrior Square Sewer CCTV surveys, integrity checks and re-

lining/enforcement £2,395K Short- 
Medium 18 £133K

FORW.PW01.2
Arun and 
Western 
Streams

Ford 1 Rustington, Felpham Sewer CCTV surveys, integrity checks and re-
lining/enforcement £1,650K Short 11.5 £143K

WEAT.PW01.5 Stour Weatherlees Hill 2 Catchment Wide

Targeted CCTV or electroscan surveys and proactive sewer 
rehabilitation to reduce risk of sewer collapse:
Link to AMP6 & AMP7 funded Thanet Sewers rehabilitation 
scheme

£12,225K Short to 
medium 10.5 £1,164K

NEWE.PW01.2
Adur and 
Ouse Newhaven East 2 Lewes Town Centre, Southover Pipe rehabilitation programme:  CCTV surveys, sewer integrity 

checks and re-lining to increase intergrity £1,310K Medium 8.5 £154K

SLOW.PW01.3 New Forest Slowhill Copse 
Marchwood 2 Totton Hotspot (Russel Place, 

Totton; Whitcombe Close, Totton)
Targeted CCTV/Electroscan surveys and proactive sewer 
rehabilitation to reduce risk of sewer collapse. £1,580K Short 8.5 £186K

QUEE.PW01.3 North Kent Queenborough 2 Sheerness
Pipe rehabilitation programme: CCTV surveys, sewer integrity 
checks, re-lining and renewal of rising mains (including 
coastal areas to reduce infiltration of sea water)

£6,630K Short to 
Medium 8.5 £780K

TUWS.PW01.21 Medway Tunbridge Wells 
South 2

Warwick Park, Florance Lane, 
London Road, Hawkenbury Road, 
Halls Hole Road, Camden Park, 
Franfield Rise, Molyneux Park Road

Targeted CCTV or electroscan surveys and proactive sewer 
rehabilitation to reduce risk of sewer collapse £8,140K Short to 

medium 7.5 £1,085K

CANT.PW01.4 Stour Canterbury 1 Catchment wide Pipe rehabilitation programme: CCTV surveys, sewer integrity 
checks, re-lining and renewal of rising mains £8,070K Short to 

Medium 6.5 £1,242K

WOOL.PW01.3
Test and 
Itchen Woolston 1 Hotspot 1 - Harefield Targeted CCTV/Electroscan surveys and proactive sewer 

rehabilitation to reduce risk of sewer collapse. £635K Short 5 £127K

TONB.PW01.3 Medway Tonbridge 1 Catchment wide Pipe rehabilitation programme: CCTV surveys, sewer integrity 
checks, re-lining and renewal of rising mains £1,105K Short to 

Medium 4.5 £246K

TANG.PW01.1
Arun and 
Western 
Streams

Tangmere 2 Coach Road, Stane Street, 
Tangmere Village Integrity checks of Rising Mains and enforcement. £815K Short 4 £204K

CRRM.PW01.1 Medway Redgate Mill 
Crowborough 2 Catchment wide Pipe rehabilitation programme: CCTV surveys, sewer integrity 

checks, re-lining and renewal of rising mains £2,955K Short to 
Medium 3.5 £844K

SWAL.PW01.32 Stour Swalecliffe 1

Lucerne Drive WPS, Lucerne Road 
Seasalter WPS, Kingsdaown Lane, 
Clifton Road, Harbour Street, Castle 
Road, Swansfield Road, Richmond 
Road

Targeted CCTV or electroscan surveys and proactive sewer 
rehabilitation to reduce risk of sewer collapse £3,215K Short to 

medium 3.5 £919K

Prioritised Investment Needs Summary Table Identified for Sewer Collapse / Burst (PO3)

Draf
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Reference River 
Basin Catchment

Risk 
Band 
2020

Location Option Indicative 
Cost

Indicative 
Timescales

Incident 
Reduction

Option Cost/ 
Incident 

Prioritised Investment Needs Summary Table Identified for Sewer Collapse / Burst (PO3)

SIDL.PW01.2
Arun and 
Western 
Streams

Sidlesham 1 Itchenor Sewer CCTV surveys, integrity checks and re-
lining/enforcement. £535K Short 3 £178K

HAIN.PW01.5 Cuckmere 
and Pevensey

Hailsham North 2 Upper Horsebridge Sewer CCTV surveys, integrity checks and re-
lining/enforcement £315K Short 2.5 £126K

HORS.PW01.1 Medway Horsmonden 2 Catchment wide
Pipe rehabilitation programme: CCTV surveys, sewer integrity 
checks, re-lining and renewal of rising mains (including 
coastal areas under tidal influence)

£2,885K Short to 
Medium 2.5 £1,154K

CHAR.PW01.3 Stour Chartham 2 Shalmsford Street Chartham WPS 
and Bossingham sewer network

Targeted CCTV / electroscan surveys and proactive 
rehabilitation of gravity sewers and rising main £3,145K Short 2.5 £1,258K

HAIS.PW01.2 Cuckmere 
and Pevensey

Hailsham South 1 Foulride Green, 
Whiffens Close

Sewer CCTV surveys, integrity checks and re-
lining/enforcement £395K Short 2.5 £158K

TUWN.PW01.7 Medway Tunbridge Wells 
North 1

St. Lukes, Nursery Road, North 
Farm Road, Camden Road, Upper 
Grosvenor Road, Sandhurst Road 
& Woodland Road

Targeted CCTV or electroscan surveys and proactive sewer 
rehabilitation to reduce risk of sewer collapse £2,110K Short to 

medium 2.5 £844K

FAVE.PW01.6 North Kent Faversham 1
Preston Street, Bank Street, 
Whitstable Road, Caslocke Street, 
Westwood Place, Canterbury Road

Targeted CCTV/Electroscan surveys and proactive sewer 
rehabilitation to reduce risk of sewer collapse. £315K Short 2.5 £126K

RYEW.PW01.2 Rother Rye 2 Old Town Pipe rehabilitation programme:  CCTV surveys, sewer integrity 
checks and re-lining to reduce infiltration and blockages £330K Short 2 £165K

CHIC.PW01.4
Arun and 
Western 
Streams

Chichester 1 A285 / A286 Sewer CCTV surveys, integrity checks and re-
lining/enforcement £870K Short 2 £435K

CRRM.OT01.2 Medway Redgate Mill 
Crowborough 2 Catchment wide

Investigate root causes of sewer collapse, including review of 
quality of data collection to improve forecasting of sewer 
deterioration 

£150K Short 0 Required but 
no benefitDraf

t
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The options listed are prioritised by the method stated in the Programme Appraisal Technical Summary.

DWMP Investment Plan for Sewer Condition and Groundwater Pollution
Annex B: Groundwater Pollution
(Planning Objective 12)

The options listed in the DWMP Investment Needs below are the preferred options in our DWMP.  They will need further refinement as we implement the 
DWMP to confirm the exact location and scope of action needed, and the cost.

The costs are indicative costs for planning purposes only. The basis for the cost estimates, including assumptions and uncertainties, are explained in our DWMP 
Investment Plans.

The table of Investment Need provides an indicative cost so we know what level of funding is needed to reduce the risks. It is not a commitment to fund or 
deliver any option.

The Indicative Timescale is when the investment is needed.  Short term means before 2030 (AMP8), medium term between 2030 and 2040 (AMP9 &10), and 
long term between 2040 and 2050 (AMP 11 & 12). Some options may take several investment periods to achieve the desired outcomes.  

Potential Partners have been identified in the table of Investment Needs. This is to indicate where there may be opportunities for us to work with these partners 
when developing and delivering these options. It is not a commitment by any of the partners to work with us.

These options will inform our future business plans as part of the Ofwat periodic review process to secure the finance to implement these options.



Reference River Basin Catchment
Risk 
Band 
2020

Location Option Indicative 
Cost

Indicative 
Timescales

Sewer 
Length at 
Risk (km)

MOTN.PW01.17 Medway Motney Hill 2

Groundwater Capture Zone & Source 
Protection Zones including hotspots 
Luton, Snodhurst, Strood, Nashenden, 
Gore and Capstone Chalk

Targeted CCTV or electroscan surveys and sewer 
rehabilitation to reduce risk of groundwater pollution from 
leaking sewers

£15,690K Medium 619

BUDD.PW01.6 East Hampshire Budds Farm 
Havant 2 Source Protection Zones - North of 

catchment
Targeted CCTV/Electroscan surveys and proactive sewer 
rehabilitation to reduce risk of groundwater pollution. £22,930K Long 431

WOEA.PW01.2 Adur and Ouse East Worthing 2
Catchment Wide 
(excluding Goring-by-Sea and Coastal 
areas until Lancing Beach)

Pipe rehabilitation programme:  CCTV surveys, sewer 
integrity checks and re-lining to reduce exfiltration within 
Ground Water Protection Zones

£12,190K Medium -Long 347

BROM.PW01.6 Stour Broomfield Bank 2

Flemings, Martin Mill, 
Woodensborough, Sutton, Martins 
Gorse and Ringwould within East Kent 
Chalk aquifer

Targeted CCTV or electroscan surveys and proactive sewer 
rehabilitation to reduce risk of contaminating aquifer (East 
Kent Chalk)

£14,100K Short to 
medium 207

PORT.PW01.2 Adur and Ouse Shoreham 2
Catchment Wide 
(excluding part of Shoreham Beach and 
the Harbour)

Pipe rehabilitation programme:  CCTV surveys, sewer 
integrity checks and re-lining to reduce exfiltration within 
Groundwater Protection Zones.

£4,645K Medium -Long 159

SITT.PW01.13 North Kent Sittingbourne 2 Sittingbourne WTW
Increase the pumping rate of Sittingbourne WTW Storm 
Pump. New rising main for WTW. Increase inlet penstocks 
openings .

£630K Short to 
Medium 145

SITT.PW01.14 North Kent Sittingbourne 2 Highsted, Keycol, Danaway - Inner 
Zone SPZ2 TCZ

Pipe rehabilitation programme: CCTV surveys, sewer integrity 
checks, re-lining and renewal of rising mains (including in 
costal areas under tidal influence) to reduce pollution events, 
sewer collapses and DWF compliance risk

£625K Short to 
Medium 145

SITT.OT01.2 North Kent Sittingbourne 2 Highsted, Keycol, Danaway - Inner 
Zone SPZ2 TCZ

Study / Investigation: understand groundwater pollution risks 
and mechanisms £100K Short to 

Medium 145

WEAT.PW01.7 Stour Weatherlees Hill 2

Groundwater Capture Zone & Source 
Protection Zones including hotspots 
Lord of the Manor, Martin Mill, 
Ringwould and Minster B

Targeted CCTV or electroscan surveys and proactive sewer 
rehabilitation to reduce risk of groundwater contamination £9,305K Short to 

medium 114

FULL.PW01.5 Test and Itchen Fullerton 2  Andover- Inner & Outer Zone TCZ Targeted CCTV/Electroscan surveys and proactive sewer 
rehabilitation to reduce risk of groundwater pollution. £5,595K Long 92

BRIG.PW01.4 Adur and Ouse Peacehaven 
Brighton 2 Goldstone, Lewes Road, Patcham, 

Balsdean, Housedean

Pipe rehabilitation programme:  CCTV surveys, sewer 
integrity checks and re-lining to reduce exfiltration within 
Special Protection Zones and Ground Nitrate Zones

£10,400K Medium -Long 71

Prioritised Investment Needs Summary Table Identified for Ground Water Pollution (PO12)
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Reference River Basin Catchment
Risk 
Band 
2020
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Indicative 
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Sewer 
Length at 
Risk (km)

Prioritised Investment Needs Summary Table Identified for Ground Water Pollution (PO12)

WEHB.PW01.9 Stour Margate And 
Broadstairs 2

Groundwater Capture Zone & Source 
Protection Zones including hotspots 
Lord of the Manor and Bromstone Road 

Targeted CCTV or electroscan surveys and proactive sewer 
rehabilitation to reduce risk of groundwater contamination £13,755K Short to 

medium 52

WEHB.PW01.15 Stour Margate And 
Broadstairs 2 Land at Nash Road and Ramsgate 

Road - Margate

 Growth Drainage Area Plan (DAP) Option:
Upsize sections of 225mm and 300mm sewers and construct 
an 850m3 capacity storage tank

£490K Short to 
medium 52

WEHB.PW01.16 Stour Margate And 
Broadstairs 2 Manston Road Site - Margate

Growth Drainage Area Plan (DAP) Option:
Upsize sections of local sewers and construct storage tanks 
on Shottendane Road and Manston Road

£490K Short to 
medium 52

WEHB.PW01.17 Stour Margate And 
Broadstairs 2 The Lido development site - Margate

Growth Drainage Area Plan (DAP) Option:
Upsize sections of sewers on Ethelbert Crescent and Edgar 
Road to provide additional storage capacity

£490K Short to 
medium 52

WEHB.PW01.18 Stour Margate And 
Broadstairs 2 Westgate - Margate

Growth Drainage Area Plan (DAP) Option:
Upsize sections of sewers on Richborough Road, Reculbers 
Road, Victoria Avenue and Linden Road to provide additional 
storage capacity

£490K Short to 
medium 52

WEHB.OT01.9 Stour Margate And 
Broadstairs 2 Kent Isle of Thanet Chalk

Link to AMP7 WINEP scheme within the business to to 
implement Phase 3 of sewer rehabilitation and storage 
replacement for Thanet Groundwater Water Protection zone 
implementation plan

£TBC Short 52

HARE.PW01.2 Test and Itchen Harestock 2 Easton- Outer Zone TCZ, Chilbolton- 
 TCZ, Otterbourne- TCZ 

Targeted CCTV/Electroscan surveys and proactive sewer 
rehabilitation to reduce risk of groundwater pollution. £5,285K Long 37

BAST.PW01.4 Test and Itchen Barton Stacey 2 Andover- Outer Zone TCZ 
 Barton Stacey- Outer Zone TCZ 

Targeted CCTV/Electroscan surveys and proactive sewer 
rehabilitation to reduce risk of groundwater pollution. £975K Short 22

BAST.OT01.7 Test and Itchen Barton Stacey 2 Catchment Wide Study / Investigation: Understand and investigate the impact 
of trade effluents/H2S on the sewer system. £TBC Medium 22

GRAV.PW01.4 Medway Gravesend 1 Hazells - SPZ2 TCZ
Windmill Hill - inner Zone SPZ2 TCZ

Targeted CCTV / electroscan surveys and proactive sewer 
rehabilitation to reduce risk of sewer collapse (Note 
catchment contains a priority zone)

£4,220K Short to 
Medium 113

CANT.PW01.8 Stour Canterbury 1 Catchment wide Pipe rehabilitation programme: CCTV surveys, sewer integrity 
checks, re-lining and renewal of assets £6,045K Short to Long 107

CHEA.PW01.10 Test and Itchen Chickenhall 
Eastleigh 1 Otterbourne- Inner & Outer Zone TCZ, 

 Twyford- Inner & Outer Zone TCZ 
Targeted CCTV/Electroscan surveys and proactive sewer 
rehabilitation to reduce risk of groundwater pollution. £2,840K Long 91

EALP.PW01.6 Cuckmere and 
Pevensey Eastbourne 1 Upperton, Downside, West Meads Sewer CCTV surveys, integrity checks and re-

lining/enforcement £6,495K Medium 91Draf
t



Reference River Basin Catchment
Risk 
Band 
2020

Location Option Indicative 
Cost

Indicative 
Timescales

Sewer 
Length at 
Risk (km)

Prioritised Investment Needs Summary Table Identified for Ground Water Pollution (PO12)

NEWE.PW01.4 Adur and Ouse Newhaven East 1 Southover
Pipe rehabilitation programme:  CCTV surveys, sewer 
integrity checks and re-lining to reduce exfiltration within 
Ground Water Protection Zones

£4,660K Medium - Long 80

TONB.PW01.5 Medway Tonbridge 1 Catchment wide Pipe rehabilitation programme: CCTV surveys, sewer integrity 
checks, re-lining and renewal of rising mains £1,955K Short to 

Medium 45

FAVE.PW01.14 North Kent Faversham 1

Selling- Inner Zone (Source Protection 
Zone 2) / Total Capture Zone and 
Shepherd Neame (within Nitrate 
Vulnerability zone)

Targeted CCTV or electroscan surveys and proactive sewer 
rehabilitation to reduce risk of groundwater contamination £980K Medium 30

FAVE.OT01.7 North Kent Faversham 1 Unknown Investigate if there is infiltration from stormwater culverts and 
whether they need relining £TBC Short 30

TANG.PW01.3 Arun and 
Western Streams Tangmere 1 Arundel Capture Zone Sewer CCTV surveys, integrity checks and re-

lining/enforcement £455K Short - Medium 16

BOSH.PW01.4 Arun and 
Western Streams Bosham 1 West Ashling Sewer CCTV surveys, integrity checks and re-

lining/enforcement £270K Short 4
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